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Advanced IMMO & Key Programming Bundle

MaxiSYS MS909

The IM608PROKPA is a comprehensive key and immobilizer programming package of
the MaxiIM IM608 Pro 10.1-inch Android touchscreen tablet, XP400Pro key and chip
programmer, the wireless JVCI J2534 pass thru programming device and the Key
Programming Adapter kit. The IM608 Pro enables key learning directly through the
OBDII port for 85 percent of vehicles in North America. The tablet can read the
immobilizer pins and password directly from the vehicle and store this information to
use later when learning the newly programmed keys to the vehicle. The IM608 Pro is
also an advanced diagnostics tablet featuring AutoVIN and AutoSCAN technology to
automatically identify the vehicle and perform an all systems scan. The advanced
diagnostics functions of the IM608 Pro include the ability to perform active test,
coding and adaptations.

The MaxiSys MS909 features a 9.7-inch touchscreen tablet with Android 7.0 OS
powered by an Octa-core processor (2.3GHz Quad + 1.7GHz Quad), substantial 128GB
built-in memory to provide diagnostic guidance and test components to confirm
repairs. The MS909 features the new MaxiFlash VCI, a combination VCI and vehicle
communication tool providing faster dual Wi-Fi vehicle and network communications.
The MS909 features front and rear cameras and a rechargeable Lithium battery
providing 8 hours of continuous use to ensure you always have the power to scan.

G2S MS608PROKPA

G2S AUL-MS909

Item Must Be Ordered

Item Must Be Ordered

Smart MUTT® (7-Way Round Pin)

Power Probe Professional Testing Electrical Kit
Supplies Power and Ground for functional
component testing
CAT-IV 600V Hybrid Safe AC/DC Voltmeter
Measures Resistance to 60M Ohms
Measures Current from .001 Amps to 10 Amps
Measures Temperatures from -4°F - 1832°F (-20°C
- 1000°C)

The Smart MUTT® is a Portable Trailer Light
Tester for the Mobile and Commercial Trailer
Repair Technician Built to facilitate a one-man
testing operation, the Smart MUTT® reduces
guesswork and inspection time to prevent
electrical failures that lead to expensive road
calls and citations. This unit is designed to be
used on 7-way round pin trailer connections.

IPA IPA9007A

Item Must Be Ordered

G2S PWP-PPROKIT01

Slyde King 2K

Larry™C Worlight

USB-C rechargeable with an IP67 waterproof rating, the
SLYDE KING 2K is extremely versatile with a 2,000-lumen
super bright LED flashlight and a 500 lumen C•O•B work
light all in one. There are four light modes and all of them
are dimmable with programmable memory. This LED
flashlight and work light throws light up to 1,300 ft away,
has a powerful magnetic and ergonomic rubberized base,
and is impact resistant, making it adaptable for any job.

The Larry™ is now BRIGHTER THAN EVER! Now, equipped with
new C•O•B LED technology, the Larry™C outputs 170 lumens of
intense light. The rotating magnetic clip gives you convenient
hands-free lighting by attaching to virtually anything. The
reinforced plastic body design is water and impact-resistant,
making this light basically indestructible.

NEB WLT-1003

NEB WLT-0017

OMNI 2K

REDLINE 6K

The OMNI 2K is the ultimate, omni-directional work
light that boasts a powerful 2,000 lumen. Dual C•O•B
output with a red hazard feature. The OMNI features
magnetic handles to provide convenient carry,
magnetic attachment or a sturdy base for hands-free
light. Completely rechargeable, the OMNI 2K also
features a power bank to charge your USB powered
devices.

The REDLINE 6K is a powerful, waterproof
(IP67), rechargeable, 6,000 lumen flashlight
that features a 4x adjustable zoom and New
Optimized C·O·B™ technology, an anodized
aluminum body with 4 light modes.

NEB WLT-0015

NEB FLT-0002

M12 Heated Toughshell Vest

M12 Heated Axis Vest

Advanced heat technology providing up to 8
hours of run time, heating up in just 2.5 minutes.
The design is durable offering 5X longer life vs.
softshell, flexible water and wind resistant fabric
with DWR coating. It features carbon fiber heating
elements, three heat settings on a one-touch LED
controller heating the back, chest. New inner
lining material optimizes heat transfer to user.
Washer and dryer safe construction.

The Milwaukee M12 Heated Toughshell
Jackets have advanced heat technology
providing 8 hours of run time, heating up
in just 2.5 minutes. The design is durable
water and wind resistant, and features
carbon fiber heating elements. Features
three heat settings on a one-touch LED
controller heating the back, chest. Washer
and dryer safe construction.

MLW 304G-20 | Sizes S-3X | Grey Vest

MLW 305B-20 | Sizes S-3X | Black Vest

M12 Heated Toughshell Jacket Kit
The Milwaukee M12 Heated Toughshell Jackets have advanced heat
technology providing up to 12 hours of run time, heating up in just 2.5 minutes.
The design is durable offering 5X longer life vs. softshell, flexible water and
wind resistant fabric with DWR coating. It features carbon fiber heating
elements, three heat settings on a one-touch LED controller heating the back,
chest, and pocket zones on the jacket. New inner lining material optimizes
heat transfer to user. Washer and dryer safe construction.
Jacket Kit Include:
M12™ REDLITHIUM™ 3.0 Compact Battery Pack (48-11-2430)
M12™ Compact Charger & Power Source

MLW 204B-21 | Sizes S-3X | Black Jacket Kit

M12 Heated Axis Hooded Jacket Kit
The Milwaukee M12 Heated Toughshell Jackets have advanced heat
technology providing up to 12 hours of run time, heating up in just 2.5 minutes.
The design is durable water and wind resistant, and features carbon fiber
heating elements. Features three heat settings on a one-touch LED controller
heating the back, chest, and shoulders. Washer and dryer safe construction.
Jacket Kits Include:
M12™ REDLITHIUM™ 3.0 Compact Battery Pack (48-11-2430)
M12™ Compact Charger & Power Source

MLW 205B-21 | Sizes S-3X | Black Jacket Kit
MLW 205G-21 | Sizes S-3X | Grey Jacket Kit

M12 Heated Hoodie Kit
The Milwaukee M12 Heated Hoodies have advanced heat technology providing up to 8 hours run-time, heating up in
just 2.5 minutes. The design is durable, wind resistant, and features carbon fiber heating elements. Features three heat
settings on a one-touch LED controller heating the back and chest. Washer and dryer safe construction.
INCLUDES:
M12™ REDLITHIUM™ 2.0 Compact Battery Pack
M12™ Compact Charger & Power Source

MLW 306B-21 | Sizes S-3X | Black Hoodie Kit

4-Piece Snap Ring Pliers Set

180 Piece Multi Drive Socket and Tool Kit

Internal Straight Snap Ring Pliers 7″
External Straight Snap Ring Pliers 7″
Internal Bent Snap Ring Pliers 7″
External Bent Snap Ring Pliers 7″
Constructed of carbon steel
Comfortable, cushion-grip handles
Convenient spring-loaded handles

Wide variety of 1/4″, 3/8″ and 1/2″ drive sockets
to tackle any job
SAE, metric, shallow, and deep sockets
RHQ Series 48 tooth ratchets
12 fully polished combination wrenches
All sockets, extensions, and ratchets made of
heat treated chrome vanadium steel for
professional use

JET 730353

JET 699706

4 pc Hook & Pick Set

Oil Filter Wrenches with Swivel Handle

Four-piece Hook & Pick set features an All-Metal
Core for up to 50% more durability. Chrome-plated
shanks reduce corrosion on the hooks and picks
while providing superior rust protection. Includes:
Straight Pick, Offset Hook, Hook, 90° Hook,
Storage Tray.

Self-locking bolt in the handle instead of a rivet for less
wear and tear
Full length ergonomic cushion grip handle for comfort
All steel handle construction, plated for rust protection
Studs on inside of band help prevent slipping

JET H1060 | Small Range: 2-3/8″ to 2-7/8″
JET H1061 | Compact Range: 2-3/8″ to 3-3/8″
JET H1062 | Standard Range 2-3/8″ to 2-7/8″
JET H1063 | Large Range: 3-3/4″ to 4-3/8″

36" Steel Pipe Wrench
The 36" pipe wrench features
an OVERBITE JAW™ design
giving you the largest
gripping surface while using
the wrench and a capacity of
5". Dual coil springs give you
maximum durability and tool
life.

MLW 48-22-7136

MLW 48-22-9215

Aluminum pipe wrench available
in 12", 18", and 24".

The CHEATER has two interchangeable threaded
handles offering the versatility of 10" length when
used with no handle for tight spaces, 18" length
with the small handle for general purpose, and 24"
length with the long handle for maximum leverage
and reach.

ADC TGPW-12-01 | 12"
ADC TGPW-18-01 | 18"
ADC TGPW-24-01 | 24"

MLW 48-22-7314

7pc Sanding Block Kit
The AF44L includes most of the popular blocks in the Dura-Block line to
cover a variety of jobs:

Bonnet Cleaning Tool
Buffing Bonnet Cleaning Tool.

AF4400 - Dura-Block Standard Sanding Block
AF4401 - 1/3 Dura-Block 5-1/4" Sanding Block
AF4402 - 2/3 Dura-Block 10-1/2" Sanding Block
AF4403 - Dura-Block 16-1/2" Full Size Sanding Block
AF4404 - Dura-Block 11" Tubular Sanding Block
AF4405 - Dura-Block Scruff Block
Includes hand soap

PBE DUBAF44L

Accuspray 2.0 Starter Kit
Includes five replaceable atomizing heads in 2.0 mm (red), 1.8
mm (clear), 1.4 mm (orange), 1.3 mm (green) and 1.2 mm
(blue) for spraying of primer, sealer, base, and clear coat
Fast, simple head replacement
Atomizing heads can be used on any 3M™ Accuspray™
Replaceable Atomizing
Kit includes one (1) Standard size (22 oz, 650 ml) 3M™ PPS™
Series 2.0 Hard Cup
Includes five (5) Standard size (22 oz, 650 ml) 3M™ PPS™
Series 2.0 Lids and Liners

MMM 26580

Aluminum Pipe Wrench

CHEATER Steel Adaptable
Pipe Wrench

INF 9061

Professional Hand Riveter
This Professional Hand Rivet Tool
Set includes steel and aluminum
rivets from 3/32" to 3/16" and
stainless steel up to 5/32". It also
features a square shoulder fulcrum
pin of cold-formed heat-treated
steel. which prevents pin rotation
that can cause hole elongation and
premature tool failure.

G2S MAR-39000

Electronic Polisher
Electronic Polisher, completed with 7" hook-it pad.
Voltage: 110V
Speed: 0 - 3000 rpm
Amps: 11
Weight: 3 kg (7 lbs)

INF PE-0808

Air Chucks

Pistol Grip Blow Gun Kit
Tackle multiple pneumatic projects confidently with Milton®’s
inclusive 4-piece S-174KIT Pistol Grip Blow Gun Kit, which
includes an OSHA-compliant Safety Tip Nozzle and KWIKCHANGE® Universal Tip System. The 4” bent nozzle is
designed with a side safety vent, avoiding accidental damage
or forced air in the event of the blow gun tip being obstructed.
The slim nozzle is also ideal for reaching into tight or narrow
spaces. Includes: S-168ADP: Universal blow gun adapter, S168VEN: Blow gun Venturi tip, S-168RUB: Blow gun rubber tip.

MIL S690 | 12" 1/4" FNPT Dual Head Air Chuck
MIL S693 | 1/4" Straight Foot Dual-Head Air Chuck
MIL S698 | 1/4" FNPT Single Head Air Chuck with Grip
MIL S699 | 1/4" Single Head Air Chuck

MIL S-174KIT

1/4" NPT Polycarbonate Micro Filter
1/4" national pipe thread
Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per
square inch
Maximum of 48 standard cubic feet per
minute at 100 pounds per square inch
Install upstream from regulators
Sintered bronze elements are permanent
and cleanable
Can be set up as a modular unit as well

MIL 1018
Pencil Tire Gauge
For 20-120 PSI in 2 pound
increments.

MIL S925 | 20-120 PSI

Air/Water-Filled Tire Pencil Pressure
Gauge

EINSTEIN 500
The EINSTEIN Headlamp 500 by NEBO is
a low-profile, compact 500 lumen
headlamp with 5 light modes. The
included AAA batteries will power the light
for up to 60 whopping hours of use.

NEB HLP-0006

Dual-Head Truck Tire Gauge
Tire gages provide accurate, long
life with trouble free performance.
Working pressure range of 20 to
120 pounds per square inch in 2
pound increments
Reads in both kilopascal and
pounds per square inch

Truck Tire Inflator Kit
Extreme all-weather flexibility, even in subzero
temperatures (-40° to 140°F)
Won’t kink under pressure, Lays flat - no memory
Lightweight and easy to handle
Durable and abrasion-resistant outer cover
Includes 3/8" ID x 50 ft.
Flexzilla Air Hose, Glad-hand
attachment, and 30°
Dual air chuck

G2S LEG-HGH2-FZ

Dual-Head Straight Foot Tire Gauge
Dual head straight foot truck gage with
a maximum pressure of 120 PSI. Tire
gages provide accurate, long life with
trouble free performance. Durable
plated brass with 4 side nylon indicator
bar.

5 to 50 PSI or 40-350 kPa. To be used on tractor
tires or wheels filled with air/water/liquid.

MIL S928 | 5- 50 PSI

MIL S927

MIL S929

Single Head Dial Gauge

Lincoln Air Hose Reel

Rhino Ramps

45 degree dial type tire gage has an
internal diaphragm construction for
greater durability.

MIL S932 | 0-60 PSI/0-400 kPa.

MIL S933 | 0-160 PSI/
0-1100 KPa.

5 Gallon Drain Pan
FloTool 5 gallon multi-use drain pans are designed for
use with oil, antifreeze, water, or any normal liquid
device. They are made of thick, durable plastic that is
designed to last. The built in handle and drain spout
make disposing of
waste fluids easy.

BLI 42010MI

All Steel construction with 3/8" x 50' rubber hose
Slotted mounting base,
easy installation
Spring powered automatic
recoil
8 position ratchet system, easy
positioning of hose
5 position adjustable outlet arm

G2S LIN-83753

Combustion Leak Detector
Quickly pinpoints combustion leaks
Checks for combustion leaks caused by bad head
gaskets, cracked blocks, and cracked or warped heads
Indicating fluid changes from blue to yellow when
exposed to combustion gases in the radiator
Includes: 16 oz. combustion leak indicating fluid, hose,
tester, and vacuum fitting

G2S LIS-75500

Patented polymer internal
support system and wide stance
offer excellent weight
distribution and unbeatable
strength. The innovative
CoreTRAC non-skid base helps
reduce slippage while the 17
degree incline provides easy use
for low clearance vehicles.

BLI 11909MI | 12,000lb GVW
BLI 11912MI | 16,000lb GVW

Combustion Leak Detector Fluid
Operates on engine vacuum
using breather with holes of
a hand vacuum pump using
breather with no holes
Fluid changes from blue to
yellow if a leak is detected
For gasoline engines

G2S LIS-75630

Due to supply chain constraints and fluctuations in market conditions, prices are subject to change.

